Across
1 Sleep over in former benefits office (4)
3 It could be put into stash of ideas (10)
10 Old man drinking nothing with fast food (7)
11 Stop working, estimate required, ringing head of engineering (5,2)
12 It involves manoeuvres to vet street riding (7,4)
14 Put away finally inside a vault (3)
15 Salmon coloured, rejected darkened hue after change of heart (5)
16 Abrupt movement on simian evolution relating to belief in spirits (9)
18 Current character's time sheets (3,6)
20 Bends, pierces, shakes and sprinkles (5)
22 Haemorrhoids displayed - excuse me! (3)
23 Lady clowns around, needs income (11)
26 Judge leaves contestant in charge at second evictions (7)
28 A nice mixture, new books and old (7)
29 Top host's look-alike acquiring support (10)
30 Notice, particularly at the end of May (4)

Down
1 Retired from French, school's out (5)
2 Small mischievous and mean (7)
4 Needing to get drunk, agreed on a drink (9)
5 Station announcer's company (5)
6 Bar alternative character from Greece (3)
7 Not standing up, initially off centre (7)
8 Make-up for cheek that doesn't wear off (9)
9 Boring regional broadcast of BBC's lengthy adventure film featuring capture of Troy (10)
13 For a change, the rich world is renouncing slow return into state of war (5,5)
15 Co-author novel about Charlie the busman's holiday (5,4)
17 In a frenzy, I made time without delay (9)
19 Stops disclosure insinuating cover-up (5,2)
21 Grandchildren in America getting unexpected introduction to sun sea and sin (7)
24 Having to secure base, Kate rushes baby (5)
25 Asian dish requiring fifteen hours at the weekend? (5)
27 Self-pruned diseased lime tree (3)